A TASTE OF CATALONIA
AMAZING TOURS

It is no exaggeration to say that Catalonia is one of the world’s most
diverse region in terms of gastronomy and landscapes. It is no surprise
then that the most recent culinary revolution took place in this part of the
world. On a cycle trip of less than 100 kilometers you can encounter 4
restaurants with 3 michelin stars. For years, El Bulli was named the best
restaurant in the world and El Celler de Can Roca followed in its footsteps
and is currently the world’s second best restaurant. This culinary
creativity combined with the gastronomic variety of the region has
brought about a rise in high quality restaurants like never before.
On our “Taste of Catalonia” tour you will not only experience great road
cycling, you will also be treated to a daily culinary feast! As usual on our
tours, we have a few “surprises” up our sleeve that will be revealed along
the way.
Bookings and inquiries: info@trekandride.com

PROGRAMM

Day 1. Arrival
Arrival at the airport of Barcelona and transfer to the village of Tossa de
Mar (1h30m)
Stage 1: Tossa – Sant Feliu de Guíxols – Palamós
Distance: 40 km, 500 mts elevation gain

Catalonia is an incredibly diverse region. The influence of the sea can be
felt in the best part of its territory and on our first short stage we will get
to see just how spectacular the Mediterranean coast is. Starting at the
Castle of Tossa, the sinuous and tranquil road follows the coastline with
its small creeks and abrupt cliffs until we reach the coastal village of Sant
Feliu de Guixols, and further to the fishing village of Palamós. We will take
our time to stop at some of the most amazing beaches and to take in the
stunning views. In Palamós, famous for its prawns and shellfish, we will
enjoy an exquisite seafood meal.
We spend the night in a historic seaside hotel

Bookings and inquiries: info@trekandride.com

Stage 2. Palamós – Peratallada – Els Àngels - Girona
Distance 75km + 800mts elevation gain

We leave the coast behind for a gentle climb through the coastal hills
towards the Empordà region and the village of La Bisbal, famous for its
pottery. We venture furhter into the countryside along fortified villages
and ricefields. Along narrow and virtually traffic free roads we arrive at
the medieval village of Madremanya, where the famous mountain pass of
Els Ángels starts. Known as “el Balcón de Girona”, this climb is 11km long
with an average slope of 3,5% and used to be the US Postal team´s
favourite training ground. From the top we have a magnificent view of
the city of Girona, which is where our descend leads to and where we will
enjoy a typical Catalan lunch. After lunch we will have time to visit the
historic town, one of the most beautiful of Spain.

Bookings and inquiries: info@trekandride.com

Stage 3. Girona – Banyoles – Olot - Ripoll
Distance: 83km, 1.300mts elevation gain

We cycle further inland and the landscape around us starts to change. The
greener and higher mountains are cooler. We cycle around the lake of
Banyoles and head towards the “Faigeda d’en Jordá”, a beautiful beech
forest. We pass two volcanoes and after visiting the craters, we arrive at
Olot, a town set in volcanic landscape with a fauna and flora that is more
diverse than the whole of the UK. From Olot, we have the option to
continue to our end destination of the day or extend our ride into the
Pyrenees. Ripoll, home to one of the most important monasteries of Spain,
we will enjoy a tasting menu.

Stage 4. Ripoll – Castellar de n’Hug – la Molina - La Seu
Distance: 90km / 1400 mts elevation gain

From Ripoll we take a backroad through some of the most beautiful
landscapes of Europe. We arrive at the mountain village of Castellar de
N’Hug where the source of one of the most important rivers of Catalonia
lies. We continue to climb to crown the mountain pass of la Creueta, at
1888 mts. From here we have a long and easy descent to Bellver and La La
Seu. We are now amongst the giants of the Pyrenees, surrounded by high
Bookings and inquiries: info@trekandride.com

alp pastures. Our dinner is a hommage to the local products that are some
of the best of Spain.

Stage 5. Adraent – Sant Llorenç de Morunys – Navàs - Cardona
Distance: 85km / 1200mts elevation gain

Today we can choose to skip the first 15km and take a transfer or do the
whole stage on our bike. The mountain pass ahead of us is not excessively
tough but it is long and starts immediately from the start. As we climb
further up into the Pyrenees, it seems that we are the only ones left on the
planet. We are surrounded by majestic mountains until we arrive at the
beautiful lake of Sant Llorenç de Morunys. We continue along narrow and
tranquil roads to the castle of Cardona, where today’s stage ends.

Bookings and inquiries: info@trekandride.com

Stage 6. Cardona – Serrateix – Navàs - Vic
Distance: 81km / 1300mts elevation gain

Our tour continue along narrow backroads with very light traffic through
lush forest. For the cyclist with a sweet tooth, we are in a region where
chocolate, cream and sugar are part of the daily diet! Catalan chocolate
cakes (cocas), cristalyzed sugar coated croissants accompanied with a
glass of dessert wine, it does not get any better than this. Today’s route
does not have any big cols but it is a continuous up and down until we
arrive at the historic town of Vic, where we will have lunch. Cold meats
and cheeses are the speciality of this region. After lunch we have time to
visit the medieval town.

Bookings and inquiries: info@trekandride.com

Stage 7. Vic – Sant Feliu de Codines – Sant llorenç Savall - Terrassa
Distance: 85km/1200mts elevation gain

Our final day on the bike and we save the best for last. The route takes us
through the wonderful nature reserves of Sant Llorenç y Montseny. In this
region we will find a wide variety of culinary treats that are influenced by
the approximity of the sea, mountains, forests and countryside. We will be
cycling along canyons and through forests until we arrive at our final
destination, Terrassa. This city is famous for its modernist architecture
and local 19th century food market. We will enjoy an amazing tasting
lunch before we take our transfer to Barcelona.

Day 8. Free day in Barcelona and transfer to the airport
ACCOMMODATION

All the hotels are 4stars or hotels of 4 star quality and with bicycle specific
infrastructure. We carefully select and test the accommodation you will be
staying in and will be confirmed prior to departure.

Bookings and inquiries: info@trekandride.com

AMAZING TOUR EXPERIENCES AND PRICES
AMAZING TOUR PRO EXPERIENCE

 6 to 12 PARTICIPANTS
 2.295€ PER PERSON






















Included:
Route designed to the needs of your group
We can adapt the route during the tour
Coach/manager from the cyclist team Cycling No Limit, (Miquel
Mestres), mentoring and guiding each individual on a daily basis.
English, Spanish, Italian and French speaking team
Stops in emblematic points
Solid and liquid provisioning
BH spare bikes on route
Vision spare wheels on route
4star hotels with breakfast and dinner included.
Transfer to starting and end point of the tour
Transfer of luggage during all the stages
OPTIONAL:
Personalized Castelli maillot
High quality rental bike
Polo/shirt
Professional nutrition products during and after the route
Food in carefully selected restaurants to taste the best local
products.
The best wines and beers of the land during the dinners
Revision of the perfect working of the bikes at the end of everyday
Recovery massages at the end of a stage
Helmet UVEX RACE 9

Bookings and inquiries: info@trekandride.com

AMAZING TOUR DELUXE EXPERIENCE

 6 a 12 PARTICIPANTS
 3.295€ PER PERSON



















Included:
Route designed to the needs of your group
We can adapt the route during the tour
Routes designed to cover the most beautiful landscapes
Coach/manager from the cyclist team, (Miquel Mestres), mentoring
and guiding each individual on a daily basis.
English, Spanish, Italian and French speaking team.
Stops in emblematic points
Solid and liquid provisioning
BH spare bikes on route
Vision spare wheels on route
4star hotels with breakfast and dinner included.
Transfer to starting and end point of the tour
Transfer of luggage during all the stages
Personalized Castelli maillot/design Ineos team
Polo/shirt
Professional nutrition products during and after the route
Food in carefully selected restaurants to taste the best local
products.
The best local wines and beers during the dinners
Revision of the perfect working of the bikes at the end of everyday

Bookings and inquiries: info@trekandride.com

Optional:
 -Recovery massages at the end of a stage
 -Helmet UVEX RACE 9
 -High quality rental bike

AMAZING TOUR EXCLUSIVE EXPERIENCE

 FROM 2 PARTICIPANTS
 4.295€ PER PERSON






















Included:
Route designed to the needs of your group
We can adapt the route during the tour
Routes designed to cover the most beautiful landscapes
Coach/manager from the cyclist team, (Miquel Mestres), mentoring
and guiding each individual on a daily basis.
English, Spanish, Italian and French speaking team
Stops in emblematic points
Solid and liquid provisioning
BH spare bikes on route
Vision spare wheels on route
4star hotels with breakfast and dinner included.
Transfer to starting and end point of the tour
Transfer of luggage during all the stages
Personalized Castelli Maillot/design and Ineos quality team
Polo/shirt
Professional nutrition products during and after the route
Food in carefully selected restaurants to taste the best local
products.
The best wines and beers of the land during the dinners
Revision of the perfect working of the bikes at the end of everyday
Recovery massages at the end of a stage
Helmet UVEX RACE
High quality rental bike

Bookings and inquiries: info@trekandride.com

